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Sikkema’s Equipment specializes in creating custom barn equipment, such as gates, freestalls, Kow 
Kisser brisket pipe, alley catch gates, feedrail, Kow Keeper strap, fan arms and mounts, and the list 
keeps growing! 

Sikkema’s also is the exclusive dealer for diamond patterned rubber matting.

Pick gates out of our stock or call ahead 
and have us custom make them for any size 

opening.

Sikkema’s Equipment
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Galvanized Gates

• From Calf to Cow Design Spacing 

• Hinge options made for any post type 

• Galvanized 

• Heavy Duty 

• Easy Installation 

Slant bar gates/Trainer panels

Sikkema Select galvanized 
gates for cattle intensive 

operations.

Sikkema Select Gates are 
extremely strong, high 
quality, and affordable.

Hinge systems are 
built to last. 

4, 5, & 6 bar gates 
available

Built to fit your opening 
needs.

Sikkema Select Gate:

Heavy Duty 
Galvanized

2 inch round pipe 
Cattle Secure Customized Hinge Design 

For any post application
Several Auto Latch Options Available

16ga.           13ga.
.065             .095

Available thicknesses:
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Fiberglass Gates

Flex-Tip Gate

•A great alternative to a steel gate
•Lightweight
•Keeps cow flow moving
•Custom made
•Space saving-easily flips up to store out    
 of the way
•Extremely durable
•Mounts to steel or wood posts
•Very visibile
•Replaceable parts

Fiberglass gates are a rust free alternative to steel gates.  The fiberglass structure is forgiving and flexes  
under pressure but still serves as an excellent barrier.  The high visibilty of these gates makes them easy 
to see.
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Gate Options

•Heavy duty
•Galvanized

Secure slam latch:

The secure slam latch is the most convenient latch on the 
market. Mount the latch on a post opposite the the gate 
hinges and slam it shut.  Opening the latch is easy, just lift 
on the handle on the side you want to open and push the 
gate out of the latch.  This latch is available in a single sided 
latch shown below or swing through, double sided latch 
shown in the image on the right. 

                 HEAVY DUTY & EASY TO USE!!!

Chain latch:

This latching system is a commonly used method to keep 
your cows where they are supposed to be.  This comes 
standard with every gate.  Simply bolt on a clamp to the 
area desired, run the chain through it, and hook it on the 
designated slot on the gate.  

SIMPLE & QUICK!!! 

Sikkema’s Equipment carries a variety of options to work with your gates.  Each application can be used 
to help your animal flow become that much more efficient.  Whether it be a smooth swinging hinge, or 
secure latch that is heavy duty and easy to use, Sikkema’s has the options to help you love your gates.

Gate Latches

Mounts to:
  Concrete
  Steel
  Wood
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Freestalls

Single bend stalls offer an open front, 
allowing the cow easier access for her head 
and shoulders

Double bend stalls allow for easy chin 
clearance when exiting the stall

A good freestall design is essential for maximizing the stall bed.  The freestall should be placed so there 
is plenty of forward lunge space. There should be a wide space between the rails and enough room at the 
alley to allow the cow easy up and down movement.  Adequate space between the loops will allow your 
cow to lay comfortably, and the freestall should be long enough so that your cows cannot walk along the 
back of the stall.  

There are three basic types of loops, the single bend, the double bend/bullet, and the  
triple bend/cantilever style.  Each serves a different purpose... 

Single bend

Double bend/Bullet

Triple bend/Cantilever

A

Brisket to Curb B

D

Bed Length

Loop Length

Vertical
Loop
Span

E

Neck rail 
height

from bed
F

Neck rail to curb  C

Weight
(lbs)

Age
(months)

Bed length
(A)

Brisket to 
Curb
(B)

Neck rail
to Curb

(C)

Space
between

loops

Loop
length
(D)

Vertical
loop span

(E)

Neck rail 
height

(F)

250 - 400

400 - 550

550 - 650

650 - 850

850 - 1,100

1,100 - 1,300

1,300 +

3 - 6

6 - 9

9 - 12

12 - 16

16 - 20

20 - 22

23 +

46 - 52”27 - 31”

33”

34”

38”

42”

44”

46 - 48”

60”

65 - 66”

72 - 74”

80 - 84”

90”
90” (H)
96” (O)

36”

45”

48”

52”

57”

64”

69”

32 - 34”

41 - 43”

44 - 46”

48 - 50”

53 - 55”

60 - 62”

65 - 67”

48 - 52”

52”

58”

62 - 66”

70 - 72”

78”
78” (H)
84” (O)

24”

26”

26 - 28”

30”

34”

34 - 39”

34 - 39”

30 - 31”

32”

35”

38”

42”

44”

44 - 49”

Freestall Guideline Chart

*(H) - Head to head
(O) - Outside row

Freestall Guideline Chart

Triple bend stalls help in preventing hip 
bone injuries while getting up and down.
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Infra-rail system

Freestall mounting bracket

Advantages of Sikkema’s Equipments 
Infra-rail systems...

•Lower cost design 
•Positively strong & durable 
•Lowered bottom mount for neck    
 clearance 
•Quick & easy adjustment of stalls 
•Easy to install - Less hardware than  
 the competition’s 
•Properly attaches to building without  
 stress on structure - this is a HUGE  
 ADVANTAGE to the longevity of your 
 facility 
•Usually 2 3/8” Stall Diameter 
•2 1/2” or 3” Infra-Rail pipe available 
•Neckrail is galvanized, 1.9 tubing
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Feed Rail

Feed rail o�set bracket 
bolted to wood post or U-

bolted to steel post.

Fe
ed

 ra
il 

he
ig

ht

Throat Height

5” O�set

3” Diameter Pipe

Post or pipe supports 
8’-12’ on center

Manger wall

Feed alley

Feed rail specs

Feed rail is mounted to allow your animal free range of motion but still creating the barrier needed to 
contain them.  It is a great alternative for headlocks being less expensive, and less constricting for the 
animal.  Depending on the age/breed of cow, your feed rail should be mounted accordingly. 

Age (mos.)

6-8
9-12
13-15
16-24
Mature

Weight (lbs)

350-500
500-650
650-800
800-1200
1200-1500

Throat height (in.)

14
16
17
18

18 - 20

Neck rail height (in.)

28 - 30
30 - 34
34 - 38
40 - 44

48
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Kow Kisser Brisket Pipe

Kow Keeper Strap

Kow Kisser is...

•The cow friendly freestall brisket contraint 
•Shatterproof, unlike PVC pipe 
•Completely adjustable, vertically and horizontally to fit your needs  
•Non-bruising and gentle on your animals 
•Available in 20' or 40' lengths 
•Can be installed after existing freestall installation, there is no need to pour new concrete 
•Attached without using nails or anchors 
•Made of non-deteriorating material
•Attaches to 1.9 or 2 3/8” pipe

Do you ever struggle with keeping your cows in their own head to head stalls?
Kow Keeper strap is intended to keep your cow in their own stall.  Its bright color is very noticeable and the 
4” strap itself is extremeley rugged and durable withstanding just about any abuse thrown at it.  The Kow 
Keeper helps position your cow correctly, by keeping them from passing through the stall work.
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Select Drinker Guards

Alley Catch Gate

Alley catch gate open

Wide open Target 
-

Easy Latch
-

It’s a Swing Gate
-

Chain Head Tie Down

•Keeps cows from stepping into the drinker 

•Keeps water flowing - eliminates expensive and  
 irritating down times 

•Optional wall extension 

•Cost effective

Alley catch gate closed
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Rubber Alley Matting

Fan Hangers

•Nylon Inlay 
•Durability 
•Easy to maintain 
•Minimal installation   
 requirements 
•Can be cleaned with a rubber 
 push blade 
•Great traction 
•Grooved bottom 
•Non-absorbent 
•3/4" thickness 

Available options:

Standard 100' rolls 
Standard 4', 5' or 6' widths 
Special Lengths Available 

Unique diamond pattern is sold exclusively by 
Sikkema’s Equipment! 

Wood Post Mounting Hanger - Heavy galvanized 
arm with 3 axis rotation allows you to hang the fan 
on a 6x6 wood post. 

Standard Truss Hanger - Convenience 
at it's best. Attach the angle or 2x4 to 
the fan, bolt to the truss hanger and 
hang the fan. 



Some related products: NOTES:

Sikkema’s Equipment
1235 100th St. S.E. 
Byron Center, MI 49315

Call: 1-616-554-1900                    
Toll Free: 1-800-553-8171             
Email: info@sikkemaequipment.com
www.sikkemaequipment.com
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